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From the President
Hello everybody
Welcome to this month’s Viewpoint. 21 new members
have joined our club since 1st March and our membership now stands at 250 members. A new members orientation night was successfully held on 21st March last
month at the Phoenix Room with about 15 new members turning up.
As most of you may be aware of, our club had been organising the Castle Hill Show Photographic Competition
for several years. This has been a great community event
benefiting not just our club members but also to many
aspiring photographers from the Hills District. With the
cancellation of the Castle Hill Show this year, our club
has been actively sourcing for a new venue to host this
event. Discussions are currently underway with the Hills
Council to have it hosted at the Orange Blossom Festival.
If you would like to volunteer to help out with this event
this year, please contact Chris Hind, John Kilkeary or myself.
Recently, our club has been asked by the RSL to contribute some of our images to ONE180TC, a non-profit rehab facility sponsored by the Castle Hill RSL. On behalf of
the management committee I would like to thank the
following 13 members who responded and contributed
their images: Alia Naughton, Chris Cook, Colin Beadell,
Fred King, Geoff Sharpe, Jason Wu, Julia Zhao, Karen
O’Connor, Peter Stanton, Robert Dechnik, Ruth Garbutt,
Amelia Chen and myself. Your images are now with
ONE180TC for selection. The RSL will inform us later this
month once the selection of the images has been completed.

namely the Annual Blacktown - Castle Hill – Hawksbury
Interclub, Axholme – Castle Hill Interclub and the FCC
Topshot competition. Our club has always done well in
these 3 competitions and again I would like to solicit
for your images to represent our club for the 2 interclub competitions. Please submit your images through
our club website so that we can select them to represent our club. As for the FCC Topshot competition, this
is an individual competition. You will need to submit
your images by yourself. Links to the competition site
can be found at our reminder notices or at the FCC
website.
It looks as though the club will continue to grow this
year. A club of our size takes a lot of time and effort to
maintain and keep it growing and improving. If you feel
you have something to contribute please let us know.
Whether it’s big or small, it all adds up. You could help
by being on the committee, setting up the room for a
meeting, or mentoring members at a getting to know
your camera days or at the SIGs. With your ongoing
support our club will continue to grow as the friendly
and successful group it is now and into the future. If
you feel that you can help in any ways, please don’t
hesitate to come to me or anyone of my management
committee.
Until next month, happy snapping!

Regards
Jason Pang, FAPS
President

A couple of external competitions are coming up in April
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Puns for the educated mind
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March 2017 - Set Image of the Month - Digital
“Somersby Falls After the Rain” by Keith Mahoney

Judge - Barry Collier
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March 2017 - Set Image of the Month - Print
“Afternoon Light” by Patricia Sheumack

Judge - Barry Collier
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March 2017 - Open Image of the Month - Digital
“Miriam in Lace” by Roger King

Judge - Barry Collier
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March 2017 - Open Image of the Month - Print
“Ukulele” by Murray Stokan

Judge - Barry Collier
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Meet your committee...
Dale Chadd
Please tell the readers something about your position in
the CHRSLPC committee;
How long have you been in the
CHRSL Photography Club Committee as Member Benefits Coordinator?
I really had to go searching for this
because I couldn’t remember a
time when I wasn’t involved. Hi,
I’m Dale Chadd. At the AGM in August 2012 I’d offered to assist Barbara Glover with Member Benefits
but Barb took on the role of Program Coordinator instead and so it
was that I took on my Management Committee role with
CHRSLPC.
Tell us a little about what your
role entails and what responsibilities as a Member Benefits Coordinator are?

Members Benefits Coordinator ret.

The list goes something like this:
Negotiating product discounts; discounted services and prizes
(especially those for the end-ofyear Presentation Night); sales of
products; preparing and updating
PowerPoint Presentation Slides advertising products and services;
maintaining the Member Benefits
Page on the CHRSLPC web site;
adding to the News and Hot News
of the CHRSLPC web site as required; adding Rotating Advertising Banners to the front page of
the CHRSLPC web site; acknowledging sponsorship in Viewpoint;
monthly reports to the Management Committee; attendance at
monthly Management Committee
Meetings; participation in the Web
Site Development Sub-committee;
catching up with sponsors when I
can to maintain a good relationship on CHRSLPC’s behalf.
How did you get into this role and
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have you held other committee
positions?
I’ve been a Management Committee member for almost 5 years
and no, I’ve held no other committee positions, formally at least I
pitch in wherever there’s a need.
Obviously, it’s not the money so
what do you find rewarding in this
role?
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Committee positions are unpaid.
You become involved for any of a
number of reasons. I’ve been a
member of many committees over
the decades and it’s been my hobby, my way of giving back to the
community I guess. I enjoy keeping “the little grey cells” working
and have enjoyed the resultant
good will for the CHRSLPC that has
come from communicating with
companies both large and small
and being able to pass on the benefits to members.

handers, in my opinion.
What would you like to achieve
with your photography?

Do you have a favourite photographer/s whose work you admire
and why?

I need more practice and, up until No, not one particular photogranow just haven’t had a lot of op- pher, but I do look forward to
viewing the images displayed by
portunity to do that.
our CHRSLPC members on Competition Nights. Such diversity. Such
Tell us about how you first came ingenuity.
to CHRSL PC and what the club
means to you?
Do you have a photographic
Sven Bjornsson, a former CHRSLPC ‘moment/adventure’ you could
member, was our tutor at another share?
Evening College Course I attended
and he brought the class along to I have one, unprocessed, image
TELL US A LITTLE ABOUT YOUR- a Competition Night. My husband, which I took at a Chris and Bob
SELF AS A PHOTOGRAPHER;
John, and I were so impressed that Cook’s Portrait Weekend some
time back. We’d been told that
we signed up with CHRSLPC
you need to make a connection
straight away.
Tell us about how you first venwith your model. Well, I made the
tured into photography.
model laugh and I caught the moment…just not sure it’s worthy of
Are you drawn to one specific
I did everything back-to-front. I
entering in our competitions but I
joined my husband in an Evening genre of photography and can
have my fingers crossed and hope
College Course on Photoshop and you tell us why?
then we bought me a camera.
I enjoy all aspects of photography, that there’s no camera shake.
all genres. I use “borrowed background” from our neighbours’
Do you have any other interests
What was your first camera, and dam; have periodically been the
outside of photography?
what do you use now
semi-official photographer for our
We bought me a Nikon D5000 and local RFS for Australia Day and An- Scuba diving in the warm waters
off Uepi. We keep talking about
I’m still with Nikon, with an update zac Day; take informal portraits
to a D7100…I still prefer the way
from bikers to grandchildren and going back but life takes us on
my D5000 is set up though belove taking landscapes, seascapes different paths.
cause the D7100 is more for left- and firescapes.
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Have you had a special event that you have photographed and what made it stand out?
I’ve taken thousands of images since belonging to
CHRSLPC but the images that are special to me are when
the subject and I connect, when I see a glow of affection
or amusement, that makes a photo special for me.
Can you tell us one thing we don’t know about you?
I have a guitar and would love to get back to learning
how to play it, but with style and accuracy.
Are there any comments you would like to add or anything else you would like to tell us about yourself?
To our many sponsors and volunteers and to my wonderful husband, John, I thank you all for your support and
many kindnesses over the years.
My very best wishes to all at CHRSLPC.

Left image

“He slimed me, mummy”

Right image

“Portrait of John @ Ascot 2010”
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“.. I enjoy all aspects of photography, all genres ...

.. (I) take informal portraits from bikers to grandchildren ...”
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“.. the images that are special to me are when the subject and I connect,

“Aadie's bubbles”
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when I see a glow of affection or amusement,
that makes a photo special for me”.

“come on in, Nanny”
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“Busselton Jetty, WA”
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“Moonlight over Ulladulla Headlands”
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“The bridge”
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“Sydney skyline”
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“Playing with light”

“Time lapse experiment”
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“.. and love taking landscapes, seascapes and firescapes”.

“The storm passes”

Article and images by Dale Chadd
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Les Harvey - Photoshop Tips
HOW TO USE LAYER BLEND MODES - MULTIPLY
What are Layer Blend Modes?
Layer blend modes give us different ways for a layer to interact with the layers below it. Blending two layers together
in Photoshop or Elements can make the image Darker, Lighter, Brighter, Vibrant or a host of other options. Using
blend modes are always experimental as you can never predict the end result, neither can you change the outcome
except by using the Opacity or Fill sliders to fade the blended result.
There are currently 27 Blend Modes in Photoshop CC. Using Blend Modes are non-destructive as they are just visual effects of blending colours together to represent a new visual. If you wish to make changes to the blended image
(such as Levels, Hue/Saturation, Sharpening etc.) it is necessary to create a composite layer of the result by pressing CTRL+ALT+SHIFT+E.
With Photoshop you don't need to know everything there is to know about blend modes in order to use and benefit
from them. Whilst there are lots of blend modes with fancy names, only four blend modes are commonly used, they
are:
•

MULTIPLY – for darkening an image

•

SCREEN – for lightening an image

•

OVERLAY – for adding contrast to an image

•

COLOR – for changing the hue and saturation of the upper layer

In this document I will concentrate on the MULTIPLY mode.

How does the MULTIPLY blend mode work
It works by multiplying the luminance levels of the current layer’s pixels with the pixels in the layers below and has
the below attributes, in other words it makes the image darker without changing absolute white areas.
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•

It darkens the lower layer based on the darkness of the upper layer.

•

No part of the image will get lighter.

•

Any tones darker than white will darken the lower layer.

•

White becomes transparent.

The multiple blend is great for creating shadows and removing whites and other light colours (while keeping the
darker colours). In this example of blending the darker upper layer with the lighter lower layer the results are; the
white is transparent and therefore will not be seen; the parts of the image underneath the circle are darker; the rest
of the image is unchanged.

What to Blend
You always need at least 2 layers to be able to use Blend Mode. In most instances your bottom layer will have a
blend mode of Normal, and the layer above will be the selected blend mode of Multiply.
You can blend;

A. Identical layers of the same image to make the image darker
B. Layers of 2 different images to be able to paste an object into an image
C. A Gradient layer to selectively darken parts of an image.
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A - How to Blend Identical Layers
1 - Create a copy of the Background layer by using the shortcut keys of CTRL+J
2 - Double click on the layers’ name and rename it as “Multiply Layer”.
3 - Note, at this point the blend mode is Normal.

4 - Press the v on the right of the Normal text and select the Multiply mode.
5 - The overall image is now darker however the thumbnail shading is still the same as the toning of the actual im
ages have not changed.
6 - The overall image is now darker however the thumbnail shading is still the same as the toning of the actual images have not changed.
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7 - To adjust the overall darkness move the Opacity slider in this example to 25%.
8 - You can also change the Fill slider for a similar effect.

Original

Multiply

Opacity at 25%

9 - If you wish to make further changes to the image press CTRL+ALT+SHIFT+E to create a new composite layer
which now includes the tonal changes.
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B - How to Blend 2 Different Images
1 - In this example, the bird image will be overlaid onto the canoe image.

2 - Note, the bird image is on a white background, therefore the white will become transparent.
3 - Both images are opened in Photoshop as layers, and as you can see the bird image does not blend properly
because of the white background.
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4 - By changing the blend mode to Multiply, the white portion of the image becomes transparent and the birds appear
to be a part of the image.
5 - It is possible to move or resize the birds as required.
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C - How to Blend using the Gradient Filter
I find the canoe image to be too light, I would like to darken the clouds and produce a more dramatic image. This
can be done by creating a new blank layer and applying a Black & White Gradient to the layer. The top of the gradient layer would be black graduating to white towards the bottom of the layer.
The steps for creating a Gradient layers are.
1 - Open the image of the canoe
2 - Create a blank layer by clicking the Blank Layer icon
3 - Select the Gradient tool from the Tool bar.
4 - Select the Black to White Gradient,
5 - Select the Linear tool and ensure the Reverse mode is
turned off.
6 - Draw a line from the top of the layer to the bottom in a straight line and you should get a result similar to the
below example.

7 - If the gradient is not similar to the above example you can redraw the gradient as many times as you like until
it looks correct.
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8 - After creating the Gradient the layers should look like this.
9 - Now change the blend mode on the Gradient layer to Multiple, if the effect is too strong you can either lower the Opacity, or move the Gradient layer higher so that the darkest parts of the layer are out of the image.

10 - Your final image after adjusting the Opacity or moving the gradient should look like the one below.

Good Luck

Les Harvey
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Malcolm Fackender is an award-winning Australian travel photographer specializing in
small group photographic tours. With more than 30 years in the photography industry,
Malcolm initially focused primarily on nature photography, however has broadened his
photographic interests over the years to encompass many other genres, including travel, people and landscape.

Since 2007, Malcolm has led photographers of all skill levels on 46 small group photographic tours throughout Vietnam, Cambodia, Myanmar (Burma), China, India, Thailand, Namibia and East Africa (Kenya & Tanzania), Cuba, Italy and Iceland. Being a natural educator, Malcolm regularly conducts workshops as well as educational and inspirational talks at various photographic clubs throughout Australia.
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Composition
Professor Des Crawley says “the photographer constructs the image and the viewer deconstructs the image.” So
what can we do as photographers to ensure that the viewer deconstructs an image the way we intend? What can
we do to ensure a viewer continues to look at our image instead of moving on to the next?
Our role as photographers is to convey a message or messages through our imagery. We need to consider all the

elements in a scene then go about constructing an image that hopefully engages a viewer, and more importantly,
evokes an emotion.
So what can we do to ensure the viewer deconstructs the image the way it’s intended? The single most important
skill we can develop is composition. Composition is a big word that basically means how we compose an image or
arrange the elements within that image.
There are no fixed rules in photography, there are only guidelines which can often help you to enhance the impact

of your photos. This is an overview of compositional guidelines for your consideration. Some of these are obvious
whilst others may not be. Some we do consciously, whilst others we do subconsciously.
The aim of this talk is to encourage you to analyse your images differently, both in camera and in post processing.
This will help you create images that should be more appealing to viewers.

Rule of thirds
The "Rule of Thirds" is not a rule at all; it's a guideline, intended to help you when you are uncertain as to the placement of elements in a scene when you are framing the picture. By ignoring the rule, you may still have a great picture,
depending on the content of the image and how well its elements are balanced.
It has been repeatedly shown that by placing objects over
these intersections, a pleasing and balanced arrangement
often results, whether the composition is horizontal or vertical.
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In addition to the intersecting points, photographers can also use the vertical lines to place the subject to the left
or right of the composition, or use the horizontal lines to assist in the placement of the horizon.

Golden Mean/Golden Ratio/Golden Triangle
The rule of thirds is in fact a simplified version of composition techniques used for centuries by artists.
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Counter point
When an image's centre of interest is placed at an intersection of one of the thirds, balance in the picture can
often be achieved by placing a secondary object known as a "counterpoint" at the opposing intersection. This will
often create balance in your image.
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Geometric shapes
Look for geometric shapes in your image or in the relationship of elements in your image, and in particular look for
diagonals and triangles.

The Rule of Odds
Typically when we refer to odd numbers, we have groupings of 3 elements. Having a main subject surrounded by
two others creates a sense of visual balance and harmony. This like many other compositional guidelines however
is subjective, but it has been proven to show better balance within an image.
Groups of 2 or 4 elements in an image can sometimes create competition between those elements however this is
contradictory to having two elements balancing each other (counterpoint), however in that instance there is usually a major and minor element.
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Images containing 5 or more elements are denser, and hence will be perceived differently by the viewer. Larger
numbers of elements in an image however may be visually divided into groupings of 3.

Use leading lines
Use objects/features, patterns in your image to lead the eye of the viewer into and through the scene. Look for
rivers, fences, roads or the natural forms of landscape. Try to compose your image so that your eye is drawn into
the image from the bottom left corner as we read left to right. In cultures where reading is done from right to left,
you may want to consider reversing your images.

Once you have mastered this simple technique, then consider all the lines within a scene and use them to draw
the attention of the viewer into the image.
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Use depth in your image
When composing images, consider your foreground, subject matter and background and elements within the scene that will draw the attention of the viewer in. Look at rolling hills where haze causes the hills to have progressively lighter tones, and then understand that viewers will often count those layers. If they are counting the layers,
you have their attention.

Simplify
Get in close, and then get in closer and fill the frame. This is a great way to showcase a strong main subject, or a
method of removing different unwanted background elements. This can be achieved in camera through using
different focal lengths, and in post processing through selective cropping.
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Framing
Use natural or manmade objects to frame your image, drawing the eye of the viewer into the main subject.
Consider using doors, arches or trees. This is also a great way to deal with cloudless skies or less interesting foregrounds.

Try different perspectives
Don’t just take your images front on, try different perspectives. Try a low perspective, high perspective, move
around and try taking it from a different angle. You will be surprises how much a difference moving one step to the
left or right can make.
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Camera Angle
We are creatures of habit and most often shoot in a landscape or portrait orientation, and often don’t consider
tilting the camera. As a guideline, shoot in portrait orientation if lines are vertical and shoot in landscape orientation if lines are horizontal. It’s also worthwhile considering the elements in a scene and whether a tilted composition will be better suited.

Patterns & repetition
Patterns and repetition exists everywhere we go, with nature be abundant with them. Learn to see patterns and
repetition and then learn to photograph it effectively.
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Use colour effectively
Consider colour in your images, in particular primary colours. Ask yourself whether
the colours compliment the image and whether they create balance and harmony.
Refer to the colour wheel to understand what colours complement each other.
We can seek out scenes with suitable colours, then wait for a dynamic element

with complimentary colours. We can also tweak colour in post processing.
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High contrast scenes
High contrast scenes have impact. Look at sunsets and silhouettes but make sure that you have a strong subject
matter. A sunset without a strong centre point is just another sunset.

Watch your background
Make sure that there are no distracting elements in the background that draw your attention away from the main
subject. Look out for poles and trees protruding out of the top of the heads of people.
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Look for bright colours or highlights in the background,
remembering that the viewers’ attention will be drawn to
these elements in the image. Use depth-of- field effectively to make the subject pop. Does the background complement the subject or distract from it.
It’s also important to ask whether the background adds to

the storytelling element of your image.
In the image right, the background though messy, adds to
the story.

Crop (camera/computer)
Remove any unwanted elements in your image that do not add anything. Consider cropping sky, distracting elements, water. Pay attention to the elements you decide to remove, and those that remain.
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Reflections
Look for reflections in water, windows, mirrors and any other reflective surfaces, paying particular attention to how
normal scenes can be transformed. Also consider only including the reflection in your composition or flipping a reflection image upside down.

Also look out for symmetrical scenes when composing images with reflections, particularly if symmetrical on
both axes.
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Bringing it all together
All of the above guidelines can be used individually or collectively.
Our goal as photographers is to firstly see these compositional opportunities, compose them in camera and tweak
in post processing. This particular image of St. Angelo Bridge and Castel Sant’Angelo in Rome has a number of elements working for it, from a good lead in line from the bridge and reflection, to the repetition of the circles and

balance between the warm scene framed on the left and Castel Sant’Angelo on the right.

There are no set rules in photography, so don’t hesitate to try something new and break the so-called rules. Just
remember that photography is subjective. We’re all individuals and each of us will be attracted to different elements in an image. For an image to be interesting to viewers with no emotional ties to the subject or photographer, it must have properties that appeal to the viewer and good composition can go a long way to helping
achieve that goal.
Article and images by
Malcolm Fackender
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www.spotlightonafrica.com.au
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Image by Malcolm Fackender
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Meet - Colin Beadell
How, when and why did you start
photography
I’ve had various cameras since I
was a teenager, Kodak Instamatic
etc. I became more interested
when I finished my apprenticeship
and went to sea. My first serious
camera was a Canon AE1 and later
a Nikon D70.
What camera have you used in
the past, ant what do you use
now?
My current cameras are Nikon
D750 and a Sony Alpha 6000.

ther intimidating. I have just purchased an extension tube set for
Macro photography and enjoying
the challenge.
What does being a member of the
CHRSL Photography Club mean to
you?
I enjoy the friendliness of the club
members who are always willing to
share their knowledge. Also there
are plenty of opportunities to do
day courses at very reasonable
prices.

Are you drawn to any one type of
photography (landscape, portrait,
What is your favourite lens at the macro etc.)? and why?
moment and why is it your favour- I like to try all types of photography. I am often inspired by the
ite?
I have two favourite lenses, a Nik- expert guests we have each month
and I'm off experimenting in their
kor 24-120 and a Nikkor 70-300.
I have only one lens for the Sony, a particular subjects.
16-50mm (24-75 Aps-c crop)
What are your thoughts on today’s competitions and Judges?
I take their criticism on board and
What are your photographic
implement their recommendagoals?
tions. Sometimes it works, if not
I would like to be able to take natuyou can reintroduce the picture to
ral light portraiture but find it raa different judge.
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Whose photos in the Photography
Club do you admire the most and
why?
Monica Mulder has great portraits
and good models.
I enjoy Rolf Mende’s surfing and
action pictures.
Fred Kings pictures are always
good and so varied and cover a lot
of subjects.
There are many other names that
come up every competition night
and the one constant is their attention to detail and post processing
skills.
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Most people have other interests
as well as photography. What are
your other interests, sports, hobbies, clubs etc.?
I enjoy travelling around Australia
in my off road caravan.
While travelling I have my bike and
Kayak at the ready for any opportunities that may eventuate. I also
enjoy bush walking. With all these
activities my Sony alpha 6000 is a
terrific asset.

What has been your favourite recreation, leisure, holiday or travel
event? How was your photography at this event?
In 2012 I did a cycling tour in rural
Thailand and Cambodia. The people were very friendly and happy
for me to take their pictures.
My wife and I were the only people on the tour, the guide was happy to accommodate our numerous
photo stops.

Name one thing we don’t know
about you?
Before coming to Australia I was a
marine engineer and had the opportunity to travel the world before containerization and quick
turnarounds became the norm.
Do you have any suggestions for
the Photography Club?
I really appreciate the workshops.
Keep up the good work.

“Bird Bath”
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“High flyer”
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“Surfer”
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“I have my bike and Kayak at the ready …”

“Moonrise”
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“… for any opportunities …”

“Kayak sunset”
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“Etosha Pan Lion Kill”
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“Lions Head”
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“I would like to be able to take more ...

“Evie”
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… natural light portraiture ...”

“Mother and child”
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“I enjoy travelling around Australia ...

“Fruit Bat”
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… in my off road caravan …”

“Water pump by torchlight”
Viewpoint - April 2017 - Issue No: 127

Article and images by Colin Beadell
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IMAGE RESIZING

FOR

COMPETITIONS

The competition rules state that a digital image must fit in a rectangle with dimensions 1920px x
1080 px and with a file size up to 2MB.
The club’s laptop native resolution is 1920 x 1080px with an aspect ratio of 16:9. The projector has a
WUXGA 2560 x 1600 resolution with aspect ratio of 16:10.
As we are projecting images directly from the laptop’s screen onto the projector’s screen, anything
larger than the native resolution of the club laptop will be resized within 1920 x 1080 px with unpredictable results.
Also, if the oversized image is above the limit of 2MB and you have been reducing the quality to get
under the 2MB but leaving the image oversized then the loss of quality has a greater impact than
resizing whilst maintain the highest quality.
It is best to resize to fit the competition rules within the software that you use as you can then see
the effects of the algorithms used to reduce the size by combining pixels to achieve the reduction.
Often the software used will provide you with a choice of algorithms to select from.
There are many software packages the members use so it is impractical to outline how to resize the
images in this dissertation. Please lookup the manual or consult the Help to determine how to
resize.
On the club web site there is a document to guide you through this process using InfranView. After
login, go to the Members Area, Competition Documents and download the file “How to Enter Imag-

es in Club Competitions”.
A new document is now on the Competition Documents to cover Photoshop. The document is “The
best way to prepare images for club competitions”.
Note that in any resizing process that you use, ensure that the adjustments to the width/height are
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‘locked’ or ‘constrained’ so that a change in one will change the other with the same aspect ratio.
And don’t forget to save as sRGB if you are working in a different colour space with your RAW files.
A larger colour space like Adobe RGB will truncate the colour palette particularly in the green/blue
colour areas.
The competition rules are there for a reason. It is to ensure that you know that what you see on
your screen is what you are submitting and that this will be projected in a consistent way for all
members’ images.

However, typically your camera has a 3:2 aspect ratio. This will result in an image for digital projection that has black bars left and right of the image as shown below
If you are concerned about the bars, to remove the black bars and get your image to fill the screen
you will have to crop the image to a 16:9 aspect ratio i.e. 1920px x 1080px.

Peter O’Brien
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Luke Tscharke is an Australian landscape and nature photographer. Originally from the Barossa Valley he now resides in the Northern Beach of Sydney.
From an early age he has been interested in the natural environment and now has been able to “merge this interest with my love of bushwalking to be able to photograph some of Australia’s most stunning and wild natural environments. My favourite region to photograph is Tasmania, where I have visited many times to explore and be immersed in the world heritage listed wilderness.”

The quality of his work has been recognised both in competitions and commissions.
He recently won 2016 AIPP NSW Emerging Photographer of the year, 2016 Capture Emerging Landscape Photographer of the Year, 2015 Monochrome Photographer of the Year, and 2015 International Landscape Photograph of
the Year.
He is also a regular contributor to Australian Geographic Magazine, where two of his images have been used for
magazine covers. Publications Luke has contributed to include;


Australian Geographic



Australian Photography Magazine



Practical Photography Magazine (UK)



QantasLink Magazine



Pittwater Life Magazine



Better Photography Magazine

What makes Luke such an expert on bushwalking, hiking and travel ? Just check out his travel schedule for 2016
alone.
1. January - Tasmanian followed by a second Tasmania trip later in January
2. February - Canyoning in the Blue Mountains and sunrise shoot at a sea cave in the Central Coast.

3. March - Canyoning in the Blue Mountains followed by a third trip to Tasmania.
4. April - Photography workshop in Narooma.
5. May - Forth trip to Tasmania followed by Shoot for the Stars astrophotography workshop in Narooma
6. June - Vanuatu
7. July - South Rams Head, in Kosciuszko National Park and Sugarpine plantation at Laurel Hill in NSW, then to VanViewpoint - April 2017 - Issue No: 127
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couver, Canada.
8. August - The Rocky Mountains in Canada followed by Adelaide, SA.
9. September - Shoot for the Stars astrophotography workshop Capertee then on to Alice Springs in the NT, Mt

Mooryan and the Budawangs NSW.
10. October - Shoot for the Stars astrophotography workshop in Charters Towers, Townsville then Magnetic Island
and Hinchinbrook Island
11. November - family weekend away at Hyams Beach in Jervis Bay then Cape Town, Johannesburg in South Africa
and a safari lodge called Madikwe near the Botswana border
12. December - “NiSi Roadtrip” from Sydney to Byron Bay followed by fifth trip to Tasmania and finally Barossa
Valley for Christmas.

He managed to fit in 39 flights travelling over 87,000 kilometres in the air, with
quite a lot of kilometres also on the road, and many on foot too!
During the lecture he not only discusses his images but also the journey required to reach these out of the way places to be
able to take his amazing photographs
He meticulously plans his wilderness trips and shares this information with the audience including but not limited to; how to
recharge batteries and gear ,when your on a hike in the wilderness, the importance of weighing all items you are carrying,
maps, trip logs communication etc.

In his summary he states that the most important things that you need are;


Family



Friends



Fitness



Planning



Persistence



Adaptability



Courage



Being there



Passion



Workshops
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You can view more of Luke’s photography at:
www.luketscharke.com
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Crescent Moon over Mt Banks
I got up very early in the morning on a camping trip in March to photograph the moon rising over Mount
Banks in the Blue Mountains. Luckily, there was a beautiful cloud inversion in the Grose Valley and the
moon wasn’t so strong that it washed out the milky way. Sony A7RII, Samyang 14mm f/2.8, 20 seconds @
f/2.8, ISO 2500, tripod, median stacked in Adobe Photoshop.
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Dunescape
On a trip to the Cervantes dunes the wind was blowing the sand so hard it was stinging my face. I managed
to find this great leading line composition with a tuft of sand blowing off the crest of the dune. Sometimes
the worst conditions produce the best images. Canon 5D Mark III, Canon EF 17-40L f/4 @ 17mm, 1/125 sec
at f/10, ISO 100, hand-held.
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Lake Oberon
Witnessing the sun rising over Lake Oberon is one of my fondest memories in the wilderness. Southwest
National Park, Tasmania. Sony A7R, Canon EF 16-35mm f/4L @ 16mm, 0.3 sec at f/11, ISO 100, tripod.
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Narrabeen Pool with Milky Way
On a clear calm night I was able to capture the galactic core of the milky way aligned with the boardwalk of
the Narrabeen Pool. The ambient light present in the environment was enough to illuminate the foreground.
Sony A7S, Samyang 14mm f/2.8, 25 sec at f/2.8, ISO 6400, tripod.
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Shadow of Pegasus
One of the most amazing views in Australia can be seen from the summit of Mount Sirius in the remote
Western Arthur range of Tasmania. The shadow of Mount Pegasus is cast across the waters of Lake Oberon.
Sony A7R, Canon EF 16-35mm f/4L @ 26mm, 1/125 sec at f/11, ISO 100, tripod.
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The Track to Barn Bluff
On my first major hike into the wilderness I had the most amazing sunset which gave me the bug for photographing Tasmania’s wild places. Canon 5D Mark III, Canon EF 17-40L f/4 @ 37mm, 0.4 sec at f/16, ISO
100, hand-held.
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Turimetta Beach with Milky Way
On a cloudless night with no moon in the sky you can even see the milky way in suburban Sydney. That was
the case for this particular evening at Turimetta Beach. Sony A7S, Samyang 14mm f/2.8, 15 seconds at
f/2.8, ISO 8000, tripod.
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Uluru
From the ground Uluru is astonishing, however from the air its full scale can truly be revealed. A scenic flight
at sunrise was an incredible experience. Sony A7R Mark II, Sony 16-35mm f/4 @ 35mm, 1/800 sec at f/4,
ISO 250, hand-held
Images by Luke Tscharke
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Member Benefits Coordinator
A vacancy has came up for the position of Member Benefits Coordinator In our club as our current Coordinator has resigned due to growing
family commitments.

Much of the welfare of our club hinges on the member benefits role
provides and we urgently need to fill this role.
If you think you have the flair for establishing and maintaining relationships with suppliers and sponsors, we would like you to join us in
this management committee position.
It will be a rewarding position and you'll have the full support and
guidance from my committee. If you are interested, please let me
know.
Please contact
Jason Pang
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Tuesday 4th April 2017 - Lecture Night
Adriano Carrideo - Landscape Architect & Photographer
Applying both art and science is what I do both as a professional and on the weekends. It’s a lifestyle that I
choose to follow all the time. It is who I am and what I see, breathe and hear. I think it may be beyond a passion,

maybe an obsession!
That simple act of creating or discussing creative opportunities is always joyful and sometimes challenging, but
most of all, communicating creative ideas - visually sharing experiences with others is what I desire.
The ability to connect with my feelings and express these within a technically challenging art form is deeply satisfying for me. To conceive an idea or to stumble across beauty, with only a brief moment to capture it for eternity,
is a gift worth sharing and giving due justice with its reproduction.
I am a Landscape Architect Monday to Friday who helps my clients realise their garden’s potential to be a place
of significance and a positive influence in their lives. A peaceful retreat to escape and relax or a playful living
space for families to enjoy and experience their environment. However, week nights and weekends, I turn my
attention to all things ‘nature’ and photography. This is when I explore the world with new eyes and realise its
potential, beauty and significance to my own identity and my life in general.

The above are just some of the Themes from Adrianos’ Redbubble collection
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Tuesday 11th April 2017 - Workshop Night
Derek Mobbs - Colour and Print Workflow Management
Derek will be giving an introduction to colour management, resolution, print workflow steps, setting up
Photoshop, Lightroom, printing and soft proofing.
Members are encouraged to bring their laptop with Photoshop/Lightroom on that night so that Derek can
show you how to configure printer driver settings and soft proofing.
This workshop is great for people who:
1.

want to learn how to get the correct colour reproduction on their monitor and printer;

2.

have just bought a new photographic printer / papers and want to get optimum results;

3.

are looking to print on their own or send their works to 3rd party printing house; and

4.

want to learn about colour management.
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Financial members who attend the workshop night will stand a chance to win an Epson SC-P600 Print Prize
Tue Apr 11th
There is one Epson P600 printer as a lucky draw to those who attended the training night.
This printer is valued at $1300 and is A3+ size.
CHRSLPC members must login to a link to register in order to be entered into the draw. The winner must
be a financial member of the club.
Members must:
1.

REGISTER on the Epson site https://www.epson.com.au/cameraclub/, and

2.

When getting your badge on Tue 11th April, you MUST SIGN the membership attendance sheet.

On Wednesday 12th April, a random draw will be made from the registrations which will then be checked
against member attendance sheet and financial status.
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Upcoming in April - Social Outing
Saturday 22nd April 2017 - Light Painting
WHERE

Kissing Point Park

WHEN

Saturday 22nd April 2017 at 5:00PM

WHAT

Light Painting at Kissing Point Park
Bring a picnic dinner and meet in the park.
We will be playing with steel wool fire, light orbs,
light painting trees, wharfs, statues and ourselves
Tripods will be essential.
More information closer to the date,

This event is being led by Tom Brassil.
You can find Tom’s contact details on the CHRSLPC website.
Please go to the Clubs event page to register so that know who is attending and can contact if any late changes.
Please note that this outing is for financial members only.

Bottom left image - Tom Brassil
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Top right image - Jane Borg

Bottom right image - Tom Brassil
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ANZAC DAY 2017
Tuesday 25th April 2017
In respect of the ANZACS regular club activities have been cancelled.
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CHRSL Photography Club Members have been invited to attend an Educational program by the St George
Leagues Club Photographic Society. This course has been designed and developed by: Professor Des Crawley,
If you are interested in attending this course then please log onto the website and register

ST GEORGE PHOTOGRAPHY EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR 2017
INTRODUCTION
This is a program intended to develop each participant's capacity to evaluate the image - theirs and the work of others.
Image evaluation is a skill. It is based on a broad, comprehensive knowledge of the discipline of photography. To evaluate an
image one must be a knowing person. One who is visually literate.
Photography is the parent discipline of mass communication. One cannot comprehend the image, celebrate its individual quality and character without the knowledge of what is the history, the ideological/philosophical structures, the competing and contested value systems borne of its history or the suite of knowledge that forms its art, craft and science.
This education program surveys this knowledge base and concludes with the provision of a systematic model for image evaluation that uses the levels and layers of visual language that distinguishes photography from other modes of communication.
All images are texts. They can be read just as one reads a poem, a novel, a newspaper, listens to music and or views the moving
image. To read the image, to listen to the image one needs to be literate. This program of study develops visual literacy- a core
skill if one seeks to move from being a camera operator to an expressive, conceptual, creative photographer who can read and
listen to the image.
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
1.

What is meant by a text in photography?

2.

How did the history of photography shape its “genius”

3.

What are the core philosophical and ideological underpinnings of photography

4.

What are the synergies between other disciplines and photography’s professional and arts practice?

5.

The power of movements and ideas that continue to shape this medium.

6.

The rise of expressionism and its consequences

7.

The modern paradigm - digital democracy

8.

The prevailing visual cultures - the record - the campaigning documentary - the conceptual statement/question

9.

Using visual language to evaluate the image.
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This course of study will be offered using a range of teaching and learning strategies, resource people and audiovisual technologies. The venue is St George Leagues Club, Kogarah from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm with refreshment and luncheon breaks at
attendee’s discretion.
Details of registration, enrolment and fees will be found at http://www.stgphoto.org.au/ by the end of March, 2017.
Designed, developed by:
Professor Des Crawley, Patron of St George Leagues Photographic Society Email: dcrawley@bigpond.net.au

THE PROGRAM
Date

Workshop Title

Key Themes
Origins of photography and its evolution by and through
changes in technology + art movements + new ideologies +
social contexts.

Saturday 27th May

Photography as Art

Saturday 24th June

Translating Ideas into Expressive
Images

How ideas/concepts are expressed/conveyed in visual arts.
Photo documentation + representation + experimentation.
Cross cultural perspectives. Origins of photographic conventions and their changing relevance.

Contemporary Photo Practice

Examination of contemporary photographic practice drawn
from fields of: forensic, scientific, illustrative. industrial,
travel, photo journalism, social documentary, nature, moving image. Critical perspectives from current photo arts
practitioners. Links between style, self and seeing.

Evaluating Your Development as a
Photographer

Personal growth and weight to be given to expression, communication, originality. Ownership of image - the role of self
-appraisal, peer appraisal and use of reference groups.

Saturday 29 th July

th

Saturday 26 August

Saturday 16th September
Sunday 17th September

Image Evaluation through a range
of visual literacy/language strate**Two day weekend for those gies for author, audience and club
who have completed the four communities
previous sessions**
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Power of pictorialism. The revolt that was modernism and
post modernism. Photography and the new democracy of
the image.

Empowering the author to assess their work; communication via use three levels of visual language; some templates
for evaluation introduced and then applied to an intensive
workshop evaluating images under guidance of experienced
assessors.
The role of the club as an education/learning center.
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Upcoming in April - Introduction to Editing Images
Sunday 23rd April 2017 - Full day workshop
A full day's activities with hands-on tuition for you
Specifically designed to get you hands-on experience in editing images using either;
•

Photoshop

•

Photoshop Elements

•

Photoshop Lightroom

You will need to register for one of these programs, as you can only sit in for one on the day.

Photoshop and Photoshop Elements.
During the day, will be in a small group of up to 4 students. Each group will have its own Mentor to guide you
through the program operation in a structured way.
All images used for the day are supplied. There are handouts to use during the day and a more detailed take home
handout for you to use when practising your new knowledge.
If you have a laptop computer with Photoshop or Photoshop Elements installed, bring it with you in case we need
it.
Be advised that each group will only have one laptop running and each student in the group will use that.

Photoshop Lightroom.
During the day you will be guided through the features of the program in a group situation.
The day starts at 10:00 am (be there before this so we can start on time) and finishes around 4:00 pm
Course cost is $20 which includes lunch. Please advise when booking if you have any special dietary requirements
(we will try to accommodate this). Lunch will be sandwiches, tea/coffee/cold drinks
Book your place via the Online Store.

10:00 am in the Sovereign & Gallery Rooms
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Castle Hill RSL Photography Club
Atrium Castle Hill RSL
Level 6, 77 Castle St,
Castle Hill
PO Box 25
Castle Hill NSW 1765

Viewpoint Contributions
Viewpoint depends on them!
If you have any articles that may be of interest to our members, please email them to:
editor@chrslphotographyclub.org
Articles could include:
Camera hints, Photoshop hints, Holiday photography and/or Local Photo-shoots,
awards, competitions, exhibitions, upcoming events, workshop and Lecture reports,
recommended Book reviews, reports etc.
Don’t be limited by this list. Anything that might interest photographers is acceptable.
Please send articles in Microsoft word or plain text format with photos attached as separate files. Submitted images should be a jpg file with a maximum size of 50 - 80kb.
In order to ensure your article is included in the next newsletter, please submit it by the
20th of the month.

President:

Lecture Organiser:

Training Coordinator:

Jason Pang

Rick Logan

Bob Cook

president@chrslphotographyclub.org

lectureorg@chrslphotographyclub.org

training@chrslphotographyclub.org

Vice President:

Competition Coordinator:

Membership Secretary:

Roger King

Peter O’Brien

Michael Schwarcz

vpresident@chrslphotographyclub.org

compcoordinator@chrslphotographyclub.org

membersec@chrslphotographyclub.org

Immediate Past President:

Social Coordinator:

Enquiries Officer:

Graham Gard

Tom Brassil

Mary Spence

pastpresident@chrslphotographyclub.org

social@chrslphotographyclub.org

enquiries@chrslphotographyclub.org

Treasurer:

Member Benefits Coordinator:

Mal Hobson

TBA

Magazine Editor:

treasurer@chrslphotographyclub.org

benefits@chrslphotographyclub.org

Rosa Doric

Secretary:

Publicity Coordinator:

Dennis Furini

Amelia Chen

Hazel Hogarth (Deputy)

secretary@chrslphotographyclub.org

pubcoordinator@chrslphotographyclub.org

editor@chrslphotographyclub.org

editor@chrslphotographyclub.org

DISCLAIMER: No responsibility is accepted by the Castle Hill RSL Photography Club (The Club) for the accuracy of any information contained in the text,
photographs or advertisements in any issues of Viewpoint. Information contained within does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Club, nor does it
infer endorsement by the club.
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